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The Clark Ranch and Coulson Lake

They are inextricably tied together in history – Coulson Lake
and the Clark Ranch. Lying just south of U.S. Highway 24 a mile or
so east of Divide, Colorado, the Clark Ranch with its red metal roofs
shining in the sun evokes memories of the past dating back to the
homesteading days of the 1860s and 70s. And the small dam at the
mouth of Coulson Lake peers gently just beyond the traffic light to
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early real estate transactions, though they are often difficult to interpret. Together they helped to knit at least a general chain of ownership back to the issuance of the first land patent over 140 years ago.
dave@floodrealty.net
With the much appreciated assistance of Steve Elak from Fidelity
National Title Company in Woodland Park, the early records indicate
that a U.S. Land Patent was issued to a Lyman Boynton in the early
Copyright 2006-2014 by David
1870s for a tract of land that contained the present-day Clark Ranch
Martinek. All rights reserved.
and Coulson Lake acreage. While the dates for succeeding transactions are sketchy at best, there is an interesting list of names of the
various owners coming forward to the present (see page 2) .
The records show that Boynton sold some of his land to Wesley Wheeler and some to Daniel Steffa, an
historic family name in Teller County. When Steffa died, his parcel was sold to a man named Van Orden
who later transferred the property to T. W. Forman. Forman resold the property to Silas Thompson who
sold the land to Frank A. Coulson.
The Coulson family, comprised through the generations of Frank A. Coulson, Harry A Coulson, Henry
E. Coulson and Alfred B. (Alf) Coulson, owned the ranch from the time of the building of the Colorado
Clark Ranch - continued on page 2
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The Clark Ranch - continued from page 1

Midland Railway in 1887 until roughly the 1950s.
The family acquired other small parcels which
were added to the ranch from such parties as: P. T.
McCleod, James G. Butler and Charles and Myrtie
Rust (Charles and Myrtie are listed in the 1900 census
for Teller County).

U.S. Land Patent
to Lyman Boynton (1870s)

Daniel Steffa

Wesley Wheeler

Van Orden
T. W. Forman
Silas Thompson

the state for highway use, a portion of the large,
five-story ice plant located at Lake George was
moved to the banks of Coulson Lake to provide
ice to the Midland Terminal, which was also Carlton’s railroad. A spur line was built from the
main road to accommodate the ice plant. Unused
ice was stored in sheds in sawdust and in nearby
converted box cars. Two of those old boxcars are
still sitting near the western rim of the lake.
According to the old-timers, agriculture flourished in the region during the depression years
because the weather patterns along Ute Pass were
much different. More moisture and milder temperatures advanced the growth of lettuce and potato crops which when harvested were sent by
Midland Terminal refrigeration cars, using the ice
from Coulson Lake, to Chicago and other eastern
cities. However, towards the late 1930s, the produce industry declined.
It was Emil Clark who gave the Clark Ranch a
name that has come down through the years. But

Frank A. Coulson (Harry, Henry, Alfred)
(the Coulson Family)
Fox
Hiram Moore (Elizabeth)

J. Reed Williams

Emil Clark
Dennis Sponseller
Grigsby Family
Texas group (2013)
Note: This is just a general chain of ownership of the
Clark Ranch. The real estate records are much more
complicated than this simplification.

Alf Coulson ran a dairy on the property and reportedly developed a small eight-acre lake (called
Coulson Lake ever since) around 1929 to water his
cows and provide ice for the storage and transport of
produce being grown in the Divide area. The streams
of Rule and Redner creeks flow through the ranch
and keep the lake full.
However, other sources say that Coulson Lake was
created during the Great Depression by local CCC
workers. The Civilian Conservation Corps was active
from 1933 to 1942. Despite confusing dates and history, it is known that Coulson also grew lettuce and potatoes on the ranch along with many adjacent neighbors. The terraces in the nearby meadows can still be
seen today. Coulson also served as a Teller County
Commissioner for a while, as well a member of the
local school board.
Coulson Lake served an important function – ice.
Although A. E. Carlton’s Colorado Midland railroad
ceased operations in 1918, the tracks west of Divide
remained until the early 1920s. But before they were
taken up and the railroad’s right-of-way dedicated to

Two old boxcars used to store the ice cut from Coulson
Lake still sit by the water’s edge.
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the succession of ownership of the ranch to Clark
is not a direct line from Alf Coulson.
Apparently, Alf sold the ranch, or parts of it, to
a man named Fox who, in turn, later sold off the
acreage to Hiram H. and Elizabeth C. Moore, as
well as J. Reed Williams. Clark later rejoined
some of the ranch property by purchasing parcels
from Elizabeth Moore (from H. H. Moore’s estate) and from Williams.
Emil Clark (or his estate) owned and operated
the ranch until the fall of 2005 when title to the
property was deeded to Dennis Sponseller.

A blurry photo of the ice plant that used to operate on the
western rim of Coulson Lake.
Photo: UPHS
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Sponseller had married Emil Clark’s daughter, and
it’s likely that he gained ownership of the ranch
through an inheritance (but that’s another story). It
was Sponseller who, in partnership with the Rural
Land Preservation Group and Palmer Land Trust,
donated an initial 605 acres of the ranch for a protected conservation easement and received a grant from
Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO), as well as other
matching funds, to protect the remaining acreage.
Sponseller later sold the ranch to Alan Grigsby and
the Grigsby Family Partnership in the summer of
2011. The Grigsby’s remodeled the ranch headquarters and grazed cattle on the property. After Alan
Grigsby’s untimely death, the Clark Ranch was once
again recently sold to a Texas group, who retained
Grigsby’s wife, Jenny, as ranch manager.
The current size of the ranch numbers a little over
893 acres, according to Teller County Assessor records, including portions of four sections and a part of
the Whistle Stop subdivision. Throughout its history
it has been used to pasture horses and cattle and for
agriculture. For example, while Coulson grazed dairy
cows, Clark used the property as a horse ranch, often
as much as 60 head, as well as more than 50 head of
cattle. The scenic beauty of the ranch land with views
stretching south to Raspberry Mountain and Pikes
Peak was also the location of several TV commercials
and magazine ads during Clark’s time, including
Chevrolet, Coleman and Marlboro cigarettes.
Adding to the postcard-like appeal, the surrounding ranches east of Divide along U.S. Highway 24 are
also now under a 100-year conservation easement
which means that the spectacular views of Pikes Peak
and its foothills will never be marred by commercial
or residential development.
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The original cabin, built around 1873, is still
on the property and the artisan spring that attracted the first settlers is still flowing. The ranch
sits at an elevation of between 9,060 to 9,461 feet
above sea level with nearly seventy-five percent
composed of gently rolling prairie and grasslands,
the rest in timber. Aspen, ponderosa pine, blue
spruce and Douglas Fir border the ranch to the
south and southeast. Elk, deer and black bear are
plentiful, as well as smaller animals.
And Coulson Lake was last stocked with trout
in 2005.
Looking back over the years at all this history,
one is allowed to wonder what must have passed
by the ranch during its lifetime – Ute Indians on
their way to the hunting grounds of South Park cowboys and sheepherders driving their herds
and flocks through Divide - railroad men building
and working on the Colorado Midland and Midland Terminal railroads - refrigeration cars carrying the region’s prized lettuce and potatoes
down to the hungry tables of the east - the giant
ice plant operating on the banks of Coulson Lake
- and the dust of several sawmills filling the air.
Viewing the blue sky canopy above the red
roofs of the ranch buildings south of Highway 24
or gazing over the empty grassy prairies of the
property today, dotted with herds of cattle, it may
be difficult to imagine all these events taking place
over the span of 140 years, so much has changed.
But the Clark Ranch and Coulson Lake have seen
their time; they are truly two of the most important historical legacies of Teller County.

My personal thanks again to Steve
Elak and Fidelity National Title Company, as well as other real estate and
internet sources, which helped to
trace the history of the Clark ranch to
the present day.

Dave Martinek
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This rare 1938 aerial view show Coulson Lake and the ice plant in relation to
the Midland Terminal Depot.
Photo contributed by Eric Schwab

dave@floodrealty.net.
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Dave’s Buyers Guide
Exclusive homes and property in Colorado from
Flood Realty, Inc. Asking prices effective as of
January 8, 2014.

214 Patience Point, Victor
$393,175

Your hometown Realtor has moved!
You might wonder why a normal 68 year old man
would take a chance on reshuffling a career this late
in age when he probably, under ordinary circumstances, should be retired and enjoying the easy life.
But times are not ordinary, life is not easy and I’ve
given up on “normal” long ago.
After nearly eight years with Coldwell Banker 1st
Choice Realty in Woodland Park, I have moved my
association and my real estate license to Flood Realty,
Inc. (also in Woodland Park), effective January 1,
2014. The change certainly comes with some gentle
remorse at leaving friends and contemporaries at
Coldwell Banker, but they are still friends.
Flood Realty is a small brokerage (just three
agents), and I’m looking forward to a less pressured
environment. With the move comes excitement and
the invigorating feeling of a fresh perspective. So it’s
not really a “start-over” situation; just maybe a career
redirection.
A careful look will show that my contact information has naturally changed (see above). The office
I come to everyday now is located a little closer to
town and houses a general contractor friend that I’ve
known for several years. The broker, Kathy Flood,
also works from that office and has been very generous and kind to me, so it’s a nice atmosphere for an
alternate view of real estate.
When I was younger, a mentor once told me that a
person should re-invent themselves every so often to
keep life interesting. If you look back on my careers the military, 25 years of moving around in cable TV,
eight years at Sprint, and then Coldwell Banker - I’ve
done that more than once.
Here I go again!

A unique opportunity for a future owner to finish the interior/exterior to the individual tastes.
Currently under construction by the bankowner, the 1 1/2 story stucco home features a
loft master, solid oak timbers, an expansive
family room planned downstairs and a motherin-law room over the garage. It also has a turret
for growing plants and viewing the amazing
scenery near Skagway Reservoir.

46 White Eagle Circle, Woodland Park
$749,900
A full log custom home on almost 6 acres. A
spacious MBR and office compliments the
large great room with a stunning rock fireplace. The walk-out has 2 more bedrooms, a
large family room, exercise room and plenty
of storage. Over the separate garage is a 945
S.F. apartment. Zoned for horses, walking
distance to Shining Mountain GC.
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